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Pastoral Care

print A time to heal : a report for the
House of Bishops on the Healing
Ministry

Archbishop's Council,
House of Bishops of
the General Synod of
the Church of England

2000 Ministry of Healing [Healing
Ministry] -- Church of England.
Wellness. Alternative medicine.
Ecumenism.

3 (1
copy
in PEI)

PC b1348

The first report on the ministry of healing from the Church of England in over 40 years, this is a valuable resource for clergy and laity,
healthcare professionals and those involved in training for ministry, providing a framework for the development of the healing ministry
in the 21st century, answers to key questions, guidelines for good practices, and radical recommendations for improved effectiveness.

print When your child hurts:undergoing
long term medical care

Adelsperger, Charlotte 1985 Parenting|Medical Care 1 PC B 348

Poems, interviews with parents, and conversational prayers gently minister to emotional and spiritual needs in families with children
who are undergoing long-term medical care.

print Alzheimer's disease:a family
information handbook

Birchard, Carl, ed. 1984 Alzheimer's Disease / Pastoral Care 1 PC B 460

Replaces a similar manual produced in 1982. Purpose of the Society is to promote public education and advance research into the
cause, cure, and control of Alzheimer's disease. Hoped that this handbook will be helpful to anyone involved with sufferers of
Alzheimer's.

print Christian caregiving -- a way of life. Haugk, Kenneth C. 1984 Caring -- religious aspects --
Christianity. Christian Life.

1 PC b1313

The founder of the Stephen Series outlines in a practical and encouraging way the interpretations, difficulties, motivations and methods
of caregiving in a variety of circumstances, teaching how to touch spiritual depths and minister to the whole person, challenging and
equipping us to care for others in a distinctly Christian way.

print AIDS:What Every Responsible
Canadian Should Know

Greig, James D. 1987 AIDS (Disease)|Human Sexuality 2 PC B 552

Some of the main problems to be faced in the prevention of AIDS and how to help yourself and others avoid infection.
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print Forgetting Whose we are :
Alzheimer's disease and the Love of
God

Keck, David 1996 Pastoral care -- Alzheimer's disease.
Ministry.

1 PC b1246

This is a valuable guide for care-givers and pastoral counselors who are dealing with the particular problem of a patient's memory
loss -- it outlines special ways to allow the patient to remember at a profound level the presence of God and the continuous love
provided to them.

Print After the Death of a Child: Living
With Loss Through the Years

Finkbeiner, Ann K. 1996 Death|Grief 1 PC b 99-2

By focusing on the long-term impact of losing a child, Finkbeiner has raised issues and concerns that are rarely discussed. Based on
exensive inerviews and grief research, she explains how parents have changed 5 to 25 years after the deaths of their children. The first
half of the book discusses the short- and long-term effects of the child's death on the parents' relationships with the outside world, that
is, their spouses, other children, friends, and relatives. The second half details the effect on the parents' internal world. Finkbeiner's
central point is not so much how parents grieve for their children, but how they love them.

print Knowing Who We Are:AIDS kit Wilkes, James, M.D. 199? AIDS - Disease / Pastoral Care 2? PC B93.05

Contains information, homily, liturgies, prayers, letters from various groups/persons, list of books and videos, etc.

print Hope begins where hope begins. Downey, Michael 1998 Hope -- Christianity. Ministry --
pastoral counseling. Faith.

1 PC b1376

In this slim volume Michael Downey presents himself ably in the role of teacher and storyteller, offering an in-depth study of hope, a
spiritual resource he sees as most critically needed, yet also most difficult to find in today's world.

print Caring enough to confront: how to
understand and express your deepest
feelongs toward others.

Augsburger, David c1973 ; 19 Christian counseling -- conflict
resolution. Psychology --
confrontation. Ministry. Interpersonal
relationships. Healthy congregations.

1 PC b1581

A professor of pastoral care and counselingthe author describes a life-style for Christians who care enough to risk confronting others
when differencs become important, especially those who care deeply about relationships. On the premise that conflict is not good or
bad but natural and "truthing in love", he outlines a me4thodology for a constructive form of confrontation, as a Christlike response to
any conflict. Useful for Pastors, care-workers, youth, adults, couples and leaders of congregations in conflict.
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print Serving in church visitation stubblefield, Jerry M.,
Paul E. Engle, series
editor

2002 Visitations (church work). Lay
Ministry. Ministry.

1 PC b1177

A practical guide to visitation, whether visiting people in their homes, in hospitals or in a restaurant over a cup of coffee, and
connecting with others to build trust, value and potential for ministry. Helps clergy and laity to be motivated, prepared, involved and
equipped to make all kinds of visits.

print Brief pastoral counseling : short-
term approaches and strategies

Stone, Howard W. 1994 Pastoral counseling. Short-term
counseling -- religious.

1 PC b1178

Based on recent findings that the majority of effectiveness of pastoral counseling comes in the first few sessions, Stone divides the
book into Part One: a framework for detailing specific issues, assigning homework, focusing on strengths and Part Two: connects
typical problems encountered in parish ministry to specific counseling interventions which work in only a few sessions.

print The ministry of liistening: team
visiting in hospiatal and home

Peel, Donald 1980 Visitations (church work). Pastoral
care. Lay ministry.

1 PC b1179

A book for all people who minister to others, focusing on hospital visits and introducing many kinds of helping ministry, shut-ins,
parents of adolescents, newcomers to congregations, and more, using the technique of creative listening.

print Pastoral care of older adults Koenig, Harold G. and
Andrew J. Weaver

1998 Church work with the aged. Aged --
pastoral counseling of.

1 PC b1180

A preparation for pastors for ministring to the ever increasing aged population, addressing the special problems of the aged and aging:
such as Alzheimer's disease, the chronicallty ill, relation, health crises, grief, depression, anxiety, gender differences, poverty and the
needs of children of older adults.

print Helping troubled families : a guide
for pastors, counselors, and
supporters.

Sell, Charles M. 2002 Church work with problem families.
Lay ministry. Pastoral counseling.

1 PC b1181

develops a ministry model for those in pastoral counseling and supportive roles dealing with destructive dynamics in families
andmarriages that could be caused by alcoholism, drug abuse, addiction to work, sex, the INTERNET, or gambling, and others.
Using the family systems approach to look at the impact of abuse or compulsion as wella s the symtoms, giving practical ministry and
support ideas and background information and insights from the recovery movement that are applicable in a church setting.
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print The Gift to listen, the courage to hear Jackson, Carl 2003 listening -- Religious aspects.
Pastoral visiting.

1 PC b1213

Interweaves listening techniques with spiritual principles that emphasize the importance of listening and provide a framework for more
effective listening. Using real-life anecdotes drawn from her experience as a minister and counselor, this book is useful to clergy and
laity for pastoral care visitation.

print When bad thngs happen to good
people.

Kushner, Harold S. 2004 Theodicy. Suffering. Pastoral
counseling (Judaism).

3 PC b1253

A straightforward, elegant contemplation of the doubts and fears that arise when tragedy strikes; Kuschner offers his wisdom in
pastoral counseling as a Rabbi and also his healing process as a human being when his son is diagnosed with a terminal illness.

print Kill or Cure? : how Canadians can
remake their health care system|Dr.
Carolyn Bennett and Rick Archbold

Bennett, Carolyn|
Archbold, Rick

2000 Health care Reform -- Canada 1 PC b1125

Bennett presents a comprehensive plan for reforming Canadian health care in the 21st Century, while affirming that it is still one of the
best systems in the world.

print HIV/AIDS: Improving our Response Fietz,
Margaret|Andrews,
Lynn

1991 AIDS (Disease)|Counselling|Social
Services

1 PC B 1105

Intended to reinforce the learning introduced during in-service training for counsellors and social workers. For anyone interested in
increasing awareness of AIDS. Provides factual information, challenges reader to examine attitudes about people with HIV/AIDS.

print Sexual violence, the unmentionable
sin : An ethical and pastoral
perspective

Fortune, Marie M. 1983 Sex crimes. Sexual Abuse. Pastoral
care and ministry to victims of sex
crimes.

1 PC B 762

Examines social and religious roots of sexual violence, and the consequences of silence. Written to help the religious community
understand what sexual violence is about, and how to develop an effective response. Provides a pastoral perspective, with information
useful to anyone attempting to respond to victim or offender.
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print Preventing Child Sexual Abuse: A
Curriculum for Children Ages Nine
Through Twelve

Reid, Kathryn Goering
with Fortune, Marie M.

1989 Child abuse|Forgiveness|Sexual abuse 1 PC B98.01

A curriculum developed by the Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence (US) with the concern that children receive
information about sexual abuse in the context of religious instruction. Provides information about sexual abuse and prevention to
children between the ages of 9 and 12 (Grades 4-6). The thirteen sessions fit into a typical Sunday morning church school program but
can also be used for summer vacation church school, after school programs, camping programs, and a variety of other children's group
events. The curriculum draws on secular materials while using basic biblical resources. It confronts misinterpretations of biblical
passages that have been used to support abusive relationships. The Rev. Kathryn Goering Reid is an ordained minister in the Church
of the Brethren, and the Rev. Marie M. Fortune is an ordained minister in the United Church of Christ.

print Good Grief Rituals Childs-Gowell, Elaine 1992 Grief|Loss|Healing 1 PC B99.01

A book of "tools for life" - healing rituals - a set of skills for anyone who has suffered a loss of any kind, whether recent or archaic.
Rituals for dealing with forgiveness and, ultimately, with gratitude.

print When a Parent is Sick: Helping
Parents Explain Serious Illness to
Children

Hamilton, Joan 1996, 199 Illness / Children 1 PC B99.02

This booklet was written to provide parents, grandparents, other family, babysitters and friends with some ideas and examples of how
to talk and respond to children through a serious illness.

Print Nova Scotia's Blueprint for Health
System Reform

The Minister's Action
Committee on Health
System Reform
("Blueprint
Committee")

1994 Health System Reform 2 PC B95.04

The report of the Minister's (of Health) Action Committee on Health System Reform (The Blueprint Committee). Meant to serve as a
policy blueprint for health reform in the Province of Nova Scotia.

print Healing ministries Fichter, Joseph F. 1986 Pastoral Care|Medical Care 1 PC B 1041

Helping the sick with consolations of religion.

print Sexual assault and abuse Pellauer, Mary 1987 Counselling|Sexual Abuse 1 PC B 1031

Introduces issues of abuse, how to recognize and respond to the victim.
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print A listening ear : reflections on
Christian caring

Tournier, Paul 1984 Healing -- religious aspects 1 PC B 1052

Learning to take time to listen to people and to God.

video The Five Tasks of Grief Work 199? Grief|Bereavement 1 PC V 93-11

Dr. Howard Clinebell, recognized internationally for his work in pastoral and growth counselling, shows how healing can be
experienced. From the series, "Growing Through Grief:Personal Healing", this video affirms the healing value of small grief groups
and identifies and explains the five tasks of grief work.

video New Hope: Recovery from Alcoholic
& Other Dysfunctional Families

1992 Alcoholism|Healing-Spiritual
Aspects|Substance Abuse / Pastoral
Care

1 PC V 93-27

Group recovery program (U.S.) for adult children of alcoholics and other dysfunctional families. Part 1 is an introduction to what the
program is about. Part 2 is for training facilitators. A facilitator is not a therapist but one who continues to work his/her won recovery
and helps keep the group a safe place.

video If I should die before I wake: A
program about living

nd Death|Palliative
care|Hospices|Pastoral care

1 PC V 94.a-f

A series of six tapes dealing with the hospice concept and palliative care.

video The subject is AIDS 1987 AIDS(Disease)|Sex education|Drugs 1 PC V 262

Explains vital information about transmission of the AIDS virus through injection of drugs and through sexual intercourse. The film
clarifies the difference between "casual contact" and sexual contact in a frank and straightforward manner.

video Life after Life Moody, Raymond A. nd-check Bereavement PC V2001-20

A documentary based on the book and featuring the auther, Dr. Raymond A. Moody, which chronicles various people's near-death
concious experiences and the spiritual messages they have imparted, striking insights into the mystery and morality of such experiences.

video Life through death: Working
through the pain of grief

1984 Bereavement|Grief|death / Pastoral
Care

1 PC V 112

A teaching-learning programme especially suited to hospice groups, bereavement committees, and support groups, but also appropriate
for those who are undergoing a bereavement event of any kind. It will help participants to understand grief and how to react to it.

Video Justice for All 1990 Abortion 1 PC V 96-4

Doctors, lawyers and social scientists examine the challenging issue of abortion.
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Health

print God help me! : this stress is driving
me crazy : finding balance through
God's Grace.

Popcake, Gregory K. 2003 Stress (psychology) --Religious
aspects -- Christianity.

1 HE b1252

Using a mixture of religion and psychology with a good measure of sense of humour, this bookgives practical tips for lessening
anxiety, rescuing ourselves from overwhelm, avoiding stress and maintaining balance in our lives.

print Biblical guide to alternative medicine
: a five-dimensional grid to evaluate
medical practices and health care.

Anderson, Neil T. and
Michael Jacobson

2003 Alternative medicine -- religious
aspects -- Christianity. History of
medicine -- Bible O.T. and N.T.
Holistic medicine. Pastoral care.
Wellness.

1 HE b1250

With confusing medical practices swirling around us, these authors fill a need by offering a process of discernment, a thorough
knowledge of many medical disciplines and their histories, and a practical analysis using Bible references and theological commentary,
based on the premise that every system of medicine is founded on a religious system of thought.

print Why do I feel so down when my faith
should lift me up? : how to break the
three links in the chain of emotional
bondage.

Mullem, Grant W. 1999 Depression -- spiritual healing -- faith.
Christian Life. Wellness.

1 HE b1248

This book addresses the massive increase in depression and psychological disorders with a view to helping people discover who they
are in Christ and to live a liberated life in Him, with methods for healing the whole person, combining spound medical practice with
the power of God.

print Fit to be a pastor : a call to physical,
mental and spiritual fitness.

Rediger, G. Lloyd 2000 Clergy -- health and hygiene.
Clergy -- wellness.

1 HE b1370

In this important and urgent message to pastors, working in a culture where living the good life has made unfitness so common we
think it is normal, Rediger emphasizes the need to integrate fitness of mind, body and spirit in order to attain fulfillment of personhood
and calling. Pastors are not immune to the dibilitating unfitness, but they of all people must reinvent a healthy pastoral role based on
this wholistic approach to facilitate God's purpose in the world and to model the wholeness by which a person can be a truly fit witness
to God.
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print Stress less Colbert, Don 2005 Stress therapy. Stress management --
religious aspects -- Christianity.
Wellness -- physical, mental, spiritual.

1 HE b1373

Dr. Don Colbert explains why the stress epidemic is out of control, how to break the power of worry, fear and other unhealthy habits
and exposes stress as the culprit behind many dibilitating diseases. He addresses stress from a mental, emotional, physical and spiritual
standpoint, providing straight answers to practical questions about adrenal fatigue, relationships and hurtful memories, relaxation and
exercise, and how to experience the peace of God. Each chapter contains meditations, scripture and reflections as part of a
methodology to reduce stress.

print Children of alcoholics:a guide for
parents, educators, and therapists

Ackerman, Robert J. 1983 Alcoholism|Family Life|Counselling 1 HE B 92

Parents, therapists, and children of alcoholics have found these detailed, easy-to-understand strategies DO help children cope with the
stresses of living in an alcoholic family while they try to succeed at home, in school, and with their peers.

print Our bodies, our minds:film, video
and multi-media resources for health
education

1984 Health Education 1 HE B 494

A comprehensive catalogue of audiovisual resources for Health Education. Includes media for anyone interested in the physical and
mental health of our people and our planet.

Print Child Abuse: Procedures Manual for
a Co-ordinated Response

1994 Child abuse|Sexual abuse 2 HE B96.05

One of a series of Procedures Manuals developed and designed as guidelines to assist and complement organizations, institutions,
government and community agencies in the development of protocols on woman, child and elder abuse. They are meant to act as a
framework and a resource to groups that are trying to better understand each other's role and responsibility in responding more
appropriately to family violence.

Healing

kit A Hunger for Healing : the twelve
steps as a classic model for Christian
spiritual growth

J. Keith Miller, Study
Guide by Karen C.
Hinckley

1991 Wellness and Recovery /
Christian Healing /
Christian Doctrine and Practice /
Twelve-step Program

1 H K 93-3

Forges the natural integration of Christian doctrine and practice with the successful Twelve-Step program. Shows how the Twelve
Steps can be used to draw a person to a profound relationship with Jesus Christ -- carefully analyzes each step from a Biblical
perspective, helping the reader to grasp the nature of repentance and renewal.
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Print Healing Into Life And Death Levine, Stephen 1987 Death|Healing - Spiritual Aspects /
Pastoral Care

1 H b 99-1

Author Levine has discovered that healing affects the heart at least as much as the body. In this book he deals directly with the choice
and application of treatment, offering original techniques for working with pain and grief, and discusses the development of a merciful
awareness as a means of healing, as well as how to encourage others to do the same.

print Inside grief : overcoming the loss of
a loved one.

O'Brien, Kathy 2004 Healing, Grief, Pastoral counseling. 1 H b1224

A personal account of how the author has coped with grief, providing sensitive, thoughtful and practical advice. Kathy, having lost
more than the common share of loved ones, has a realistic approach with valuable "tips", but not easy quick fixes, all grounded in her
faith in God.

print Waiting with Gabriel : a story of
cherishing a baby's brief life

Kuebelbeck, Amy 2003 Healing. Grief. H b1244

The author chronicles her own experience as a parent who has lost an infant soon after birth taking the reader through a journey of
healing the grief and receiving the blessing of love and support from family healthcare-givers and faith.

print Connecting: healing for ourselves
and our relationships.

Crabb, Larry c.1997 ; 2 Interpersonal relations -- Religious
aspects -- Christianity. Healing
community.

1 H b1604

Dr. Larry Crabb adopts a ground-breaking but biblical approach to healing the deep wounds of the soul that identifies these wounds as
a condition of disconnectedness rather than psychological disorders. This approach centres around healing mini-communities in our
lives and churches. Discussion and study guide included.

print Healing through prayer : health
practitioners tell the story / Larry
Dossey, Herbert Benson, John
Polkinghorne and others.

Dossey, Larry et al. 1999 Spiritual healing. Health and
wellness -- prayer. Practical
medicine -- use of prayer.

1 H b1136

Doctors and patients quote scientific surveys and relate personal experiences of healing through prayer.
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print Forgiving and reconciling: bridges to
wholeness and hope.[Rev. ed. Of
"Five steps to forgiveness"]

Worthington, Everett
L., Jr.

2003 Forgiveness. Reconciliation. 2 H b1432

Dr. Worthington, a psychologist and counselor and leading researcher on forgiveness, having found that all people have suffered and
would want to forgive but do not know how, has provided a program that offers a simple compassionate way to achieve true
forgiveness. Based on the premise that forgiveness is an altruistic gift to others, not just for our own benefit, each chapter has insightful
and practical ways to achieve each step of his pyramid model with scripture references and questions for discussion. Includes reference
notes, a subject index and a scripture index.

print Walking with God through the 12
steps: what I learned about Honesty,
Healing, Reconciliation and
Wholeness.

Jay, Frances 1999 Jay, Frances -- autobiography. Twelve-
step Programs -- religious aspects --
Christianity. Alchoholism. Health --
spiritual healing. Prayer.

1 H b1631

In a style both poetic and passionate the author chronicles her own painful yet promising battle against addiction, offering hope,
comfort and strength to anyone dealing with life's difficulties. By patiently and deliberately walking the 12-step journey, Frances Jay
found more than recovery: she found a God who loves her unconditionally, discovered her true and beautiful self, rejoiced in being
reconciled to those she had hurt, and experienced healing, rebirth and a new sense of wholeness and peace.

print Reike healing touch and the way of
Jesus

Epperly, Bruce G. and
Katherine Gould
Epperly

2005 Reiki Healing system. Jesus Christ as
healer.

1 H b1620

The authors wisely show how Christian healing, Reiki healing, and Eastern technique, have much in common with an ecumenical
approach to healers and healing of all religious disciplines that promotes religious tolerance and does a tremendous service to both
theology and medicine.

print Healing worship, purpose and
practice.

Epperly, Bruce G. 2006 Healing ministry. Congregational
health care. Worship -- healing rituals.
Pastoral Care. Clergy wellness. Self-
care.

1 H b1618

For those who take seriously the call to health and healing, this book uses real life to give a deeper understanding of miraculous healing
and gives descriptions of healing worship as well as personal health enhancing practices for clergy and others. Includes practical tools
for healing homilies and liturgies, theological reflection, pastoral self-care and congregational health care ministries.
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print The Reconciled life: a critical theory
of counseling

Olson, R. Paul 1997 Pastoral counseling. Reconciliation --
religious aspects. Psychology of
healing and Christian theology.

1 H b1499

The author aims to join the dialogue between Christian theology and clinical psychology and to use the spiritual wisdom of Jesus as a
theoretical framework for a practical approach to counseling, understandable to those who see the reconciling work of God as a basis
for understanding the human condition; a bold integration of faith and analytical psychotherapy.

print Getting past your past : finding
freedom from the pain of regret.

Wilkinson, Susan 2000 Regret -- religious aspects --
Christianity

1 H b1308

Susan Wilkinson shows in practical, logical and Biblical fashion how to move beyond the pain of past mistakes, overcome regret
shame and guilt and the well-meaning platitudes often offered to those who are struggling, to stop surviving and start living.

print Healing: stories of faith, hope and
love.

Alkire, Jan 2003 Spiritual healing. Church work with
the sick. Pastoral care. Forgiveness.
Reconciliation. Prayer -- Catholic
Church.

1 H b1433

This book offers readers hope and shows them how to participate actively in their own healing: spiritual, physical, emotional,
relational. With stories, prayers and practical resources for those healing themselves or healing others, each chapter has a section to
lead the reader into healing experiences where God can meet them in their need, as well as scriptural reference and study questions.

print Struggling with forgiveness : stories
from people and communities

Self, David 2003 Forgiveness -- religious aspects --
Christianity. Suffering -- religious
aspects.

1 H b1256

A collection of powerful firsthand stories that reflect the tremendous range of experience in conflict and forgiveness, in which there are
pain, richness and posssibility for release and healing through forgiveness. David Self's theological reflections offer forgiveness as a
way of breaking the cycle of revenge and violence and how we are forgiven through Christ's life, death and resurrection.

print Spiritual wholeness for clergy: a new
psychology of intimacy with God, self
and others.

Hands, Donald R. and
Wayne L. Fehr

1993 Healing -- spiritual aspects.
Reconciliation. Ministry -- clergy
wellness.

2 H b1431

A thoroughly researched book that deals with some of the specific psychological problems that affect clergy as a professional group,
using the tools of the liturgy, scripture and modern therapeutic techniques and pointing the way to a spiritual healing for Christians in
relationship with Jesus.
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print Health, healing and wholeness;
engaging congregations in ministries
of health.

Chase-Ziolek, Mary 2005 Church work with the sick. Health
ministries. Pastoral Care.
Congregational development.

3 H b1426

This is a unique resource that helps to engage congregations in health care ministries, emphasizing the importance of understanding
congregational culture when developing faith and health partnerships, recognizing the potential of health ministries to promote
community health and utilize a community focused approach that reaches beyond the walls of the church.

print Writing in the dust : after September
11.

Williams, Rowan 2002 Grief -- religious aspects -- Christian.
Faith -- theological aspects.

3 (1
copy
in PEI)

H b1355

Rowan Williams, as Archbishop of Wales, was present at Trinity Church, Wall Street on September 11, 2001 and witnessed the chaos
and fear of the aftermath of that day's events. In this small book he identifies hope and examines silence and prayer as a life-giving
way to go on in the face of cataclysmic death, shock and grief.

print Healing the spirit : stories of
transformation.

McKay, Bobbie and
Lewis A. Musil

2000 Spiritual healing and transformation.
Pastoral care.

1 H b1312

A collection of stories and reflections on the results and personal experiences of a husband and wife team who conducted the "Spiritual
Healing Project" in 101 churches in the US. The simple stories from participants answering questions about their connections between
the mystery of God and their daily lives, dealing with grief, loss, illness, mercies and kindnesses, transformed by the gift of prayer and
spiritual awakening, are combined with congregational stories and steps to follow in initiating this type of experience-sharing project in
your church.

print The Restless heart: finding our
spiritual home in times of loneliness.

Rolheiser, Ronald 2004 Loneliness -- religious aspects --
Christianity. Spirituality. Longing for
community.

2 H b1603

The author examins the pain of loneliness and the meaning of our longing with compassionate precision. Not simply an exercise in
personal spirituality but a muc-needed antidote to our time when social and political damage prevent us from enduring and enjoying
who we are in our loneliness. Discussion and study guide included.

print When you can't say "I forgive you" :
breaking the bonds of anger and hurt.

Ketterman, Grace and
David Hazard

2000 Forgiveness -- religious aspects --
Christianity.

1 H b1307

Licensed physician Grace Ketterman shares her compelling story of divorce shame and reconciliation while David's teaching has one
discover the power to make it step by step through the process of a forgiveness that admits pain, attempts to understand the other
person, and finally, lets go, allowing a true change of heart.
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print Safe in the arms of Jesus : God's
provision for the death of those who
cannot believe.

Lightner, Robert P. 2000 Grief. Death, suffereing and
consolation -- counseling.

1 H b1306

This book explains God's provision and offers sympathy, solace, and strength for the journey of healing of parents who grieve for those
too young or mentally unable to believe.

print The wounded spirit. Peretti, Frank 2000 Emotional healing -- religious
aspects. Humiliation and abuse --
healing, pastoral care.

1 H b1301

Frank Peretti shares the true story of his emotional and spiritual scarring as he was growing up due to his deformity. Told like a story
but including applicable scriptural references, his thoughts then and now, this read is uplifting, practical and encouraging to those who
are wounded, disfigured or "different", physically or otherwise, or to those giving care to others who are.

print Letters to Stephen : a father's
journey of grief and recovery

Taylor, James 1996 Grief. Bereavement -- psychological
aspects.

1 H b1262

James Taylor, having lost his son Stephen after a long illness, wrote letters to his son in an effort toto work through his grief. Many of
these letters are reproduced in this book, along with questions, thought-provoking discussions, and the author's reflections on the nature
of grief, including symptoms of grief, the search for meaning, the beginnings of acceptance and thankfulness, and the possibility of
personal growth.

print God help me through today: Psalm
23 revisited.

Lively, Bob 2001 Bible O.T. -- Psalms XXIII --
Commentaries. Fear -- religious
aspects -- Christianity. Christian
Life -- Presbyterian authors.

1 H b1443

this study is an extremely practical guide to spiritual and emotional recovery from fear, combining insight into scripture and into life,
taking each line as a chapter and reflecting on the elements of comfort and peace of Psalm 23; not just for those who have been abused
or suffered a fear-inducing trauma, but for all living in the modern world.

video The Power Within: Healing through
prayer / Study Guide

Anglican Church of
Canada; Downey, Peter

2000 Healing through prayer 1 H V2004-
4.02b

The study guide to accompany the video; offers different methods of sharing with groups in the congregation and the community.
Gives planning formats and timeframes to watch the video and respond to it.
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MEDIUM TITLE AUTHOR Pub Date Subject Descriptors COPIES SUBJ CODE CALL NO

video Order of St. Luke International
Conference

1988 Healing-Spiritual aspects 1 H V 133.a

Recorded during the Order of St. Luke International Conference held at St. Mary's University, Halifax in June, 1988, featuring theme
speakers/leaders, Francis and Judith MacNutt. Conference explored various aspects of healing through the Holy Spirit.

video Healing - with Rita and Dennis
Bennett

1987 Healing-spiritual aspects 1 H V 260.a-b

The Bennetts lecture on healing at a conference.

video Deliverance conference 1988 Demonology|Healing-Spiritual
aspects|Prayer

1 H V 48

Video of a conference in the U.S. which deals with demonic encounters and illness with demonic roots. Healing through prayer and
the laying on of hands, and the deliverance ministry is explored.

video Growth from Divorce 199? Divorce / Grief / Pastoral Care 1 H V 93-12

From the series, "Growing Through Grief:Personal Healing", with Dr. Howard Clinebell. Unlike many other losses, grief from divorce
is often left unattended by society. Recovery is often complicated by feelings of anger, bitterness and low self-esteem.

video The Power Within: Healing through
prayer / Hosted by Peter Downie

Anglican Church of
Canada; Downie, Peter

2000 Healing through prayer 1 H V2004-
4.01a

An excellent introduction to the topic of healing; accompanied by a study guide that offers different methods of sharing with groups in
the congregation and the community. Explores the power of prayer in healing; Peter Downey talks with Health practitioners,
theologians and people with illness.
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